
SUMMARY OF BRENT STAPLES

Check out our essay example on Summary Black Men and Public Space to start Brent Staples, the author of Black Men
in Public Space, utilizes a variety of.

The small town of Chester Pennsylvania where he grew up had so much violence going on around him he was
one of the good kids. Author wants his reader to understand that we are living in a culture with is constantly
becoming violent and dangerous. Staples develops his purpose, that people should be empathetic toward
African Americans, through self-blaming tone, imagery, and ethical appeal. Staples is faced with being
stereotyped for being violent because he was a six foot tall black man. The publication, mostly directed toward
white, feminist, affluent women, was supposed to send a message about racial prejudice and empathy. In this
short story Black Men in Public Spaces, by Brent Staples he talks about his many encounters with people who
portray him as a criminal, specifically white woman. The essay begins when Staples was twenty-two years
old, walking the streets of Chicago late in the evening, and a woman responds to his presence with fear. In the
article, the author portrays the poignant events that black people face and uses pathos to describe his
melancholy of people judging him by his skin color Staples concentrates on how black men were being taken
a gander at by the way they convey themselves or by the way they were wearing open spots The presence of
black men is the harbinger of black stereotypes and severe racial discrimination. To further show how some
people treat black men because they assume they are all criminals he tells us about another black journalists
who did a story in Waukegan, Illinois about a murderer who had grew up in that town. His specific
experiences become imperative to the meaning and all inclusive power of narrative, bringing to women 's
attention that not all black men pose a threat Staples initiates his perspective by introducing the audience in to
thinking he is committing a crime, but eventually reveals how the actions taken towards him are because of
the fear linked to his labelled stereotypes of being rapists, gangsters and muggers. It is explained that, even if
you are a well-educated citizen, but you are a black manâ€”more than six feet height with a not shaved
faceâ€”you could face unfair prejudice and judgment all the time in street. Staples uses different examples in
order for the reader to comprehend as to why he needed to do this. Brent highlights racism that has occurred to
him during the s. Staples continues to unfold the audience from a 20 year old experience and sheds light onto
how regardless of proving his survival compared to the other stereotypical blacks with his education levels and
work ethics being in the modern era, he is still in the same Staples grew up in a violent neighborhood and
learned that he wanted to stay away from a dangerous lifestyle. His writing is mostly on political issues,
cultural issues and controversies including races. I can agree with this article just simply because I was raised
in Saint Louis and you would see this kind of behavior all the time. To the eyes of people mainly women at
night, he was no different from any other thug or criminal who prowls the street. The main idea of this article
is the fact that blacks are perceived as a violent and disastrous people, and this, in turn, puts them in danger.
Brent Staples, the author of Black Men in Public Space, utilizes a variety of strategies in his work to best
develop his ideas. He explains that he understands that woman are more likely to be assaulted walking the
streets at night alone but the violence against them is not only carried out by young black men. The author
notices the habits or cultural appropriation. This issue has caused trouble throughout history, regardless of
what period it once again arose to a hotly debated public issue before being pushed aside provisionally. He has
also found himself being feared while simply walking across the street at night time by males and females
both black and white, he could hear them locking their doors while sitting at the stop light. He moved to the
city to stay out of trouble. He begins to explain incidents that took place numerous times in his life and assists
the reader is seeing this hatred from his point of view It is full of metaphors, which achieves the desired
figurative effect. First, Staples uses a self-blaming tone to help his purpose In one of his essay written in
which was published in Ms. He quickly realized that him being a young black man walking through the streets
of Chicago at night time could be a bad thing for him because if he is in the wrong place at the wrong time
something very drastic could happen like him being killed for no reason other than people being scared of him
because of the color of his skin. Staples and Rae share similar circumstances making it easy to understand
each viewpoint. From literature we, as a society, have built what later became social rules, giving rise to things
such as prejudice. Essay Topic: Race Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Next was the time
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when he was working for a newspaper and he was going to do an interview, while he was waiting he decided
to go into a jewelry store where he evidently frightened the jewelry clerk by his presence because she went to
the back and came back with a big dog. The Declaration of Independence, on the other hand, is the founding
document of the traditions of the politics of the United States Lucas. The writing is engulfed in a casual
atmosphere, which is ironic when considering the tone is directly juxtaposed with information considering
racial segregation.


